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Tessan Wall Socket TS-323 GRA
The Tessan TS-323-GRA wall outlet is perfect for home and office use. It offers 3 grounded AC outlets and 3 USB-A ports, allowing you to
connect  up  to  6  devices  simultaneously.  With  up  to  3,600  W  of  power  and  a  load  of  up  to  16  A,  it  will  easily  handle  most  popular
appliances. The product also ensures safe use and is very convenient to use.
 
Connect 6 devices at the same time
The product is equipped with 3 AC outlets and 3 USB-A ports, so you can plug in up to 6 devices at the same time. You no longer need to
occupy more outlets in your home! This will save space and make it easier for you to organize your space accordingly. What's more, the
distance between the outlets of the TS-323-GRA model is 14 mm, which allows you to freely use even several larger plugs or chargers at
the same time.
 
Wide compatibility
The power rating of the outlet reaches 3,600 W, and its maximum load is 16 A. This makes the product ideal for powering all  sorts of
devices - from TVs and computers to hair dryers and toasters. In addition, the product's USB-A ports offer smart charging technology and
an output current of up to 2.4 A. So with their help you can charge your phone, tablet or portable game console in no time.
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Safe use
Don't  worry about  the safety of  your  outlet  or  the devices connected to it.  The TS-323 is  protected against  short  circuit,  overheating,
overcharging  and  overcurrent.  What's  more,  it  uses  flame-retardant  plastic  with  a  protection  level  of  94V0,  which  translates  into  its
durability and resistance to high temperatures.
 
Brand
Tessan
Model
TS-323-GRA
Available ports
3x grounded AC outlet, 3x USB-A
Input voltage
230 V 50/60 Hz
Max. load
16 A
Rated power
3600 W max.
USB output
5 V - 3 A (2.4 A max. per port)
Dimensions
16.1 x 9.5 x 7.8 cm

Price:

Before: € 23.5053

Now: € 22.50

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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